
Comments

Hi Lubos and competitors, decent condx and decent participation. 73s Miro OM5RW/Q 

Greetings to the competitors,
good conditions today, thanks for the connections, OK1DAR for the breakthrough
Lubos for evaluation and catch up next time
73 Miro OM3ZU

Hey. Hey,
I'm sending the log. Thank you for the contest and evaluation!
73!  Jirka OK2NAJ

Thank you for contest and evaluation Radek OK1DEP

Hey, everybody,
thanks for the qso and for the race evaluation,
even 2x qso with Jenda OK5MN.
See you next time,73 Lada OK2BLD/Q

For the person in question who gave "99" to the occasional station OL87F somewhere 
around 3539:
- I think you're overreacting a bit. Not everyone needs to know about our race,
and if
the OL87F operator spills the beans on the OK-List, we'll just have
negative
publicity.
73, Robert OK2PYA

Hi Lubos and friends!
Attached is the log from today's NZ round. It went nicely. Thanks for the connections!
73! Peter, OM5CX

Hi Lubos, I send LOG, thank you for evaluation and for organizing the contest! Thanks to 
all stations for joining! 



YOU 73! Jirka, OK1DAR

Have a nice evening, everybody,
today my otherwise nice race was spoiled by some nutter on a cross-country bike who was
out there in the woods making noise and causing me unpleasant disturbance. First time 
this has happened to me and hopefully the last. 
RIG: (tr)uSDX, LW 41m
I'm going to Italy next week, I'll try to check in with QRP at MWC if it works out (I6/OK7NV 
Pescara)
73 Jirka OK7NV. 



NZ Nr 363: I got to 40 QSOs again, so I'm quite satisfied. At times I had some dropouts 
and made QSO with OK2BLD/Q, but I had to
to wait until the interference dropped. Lada OK1LO, was also with QRP heard well and 
took me on the first call, so thanks!
NSL next time! Honza OK5MN (OK1MNV)

Greetings, racers,

today as a pile-up station. The conditions were better in the first leg, but towards the end of
the second leg they went down. The last five minutes I was out of contact. Too bad all the 
stations from the first leg didn't report in the second leg.

Thank you all for the connection and have a nice race.

PZ+72 Lada OK1LO

TS-990S, 5W, Windom
Entry to TR4W)

Hello Lubos,

I am attaching the log,, thank you for the points and for the evaluation,

 73 Vilo OM4AY.

Greetings to the competitors and I am sending the diary from nz363. Thanks to all for the 
connection-om5aa for the breakthrough and I look forward to the next round.



73! ok2pkt Roman

Greetings to all,

it went pretty well. Thanks for the evaluation and connections.

73, Stano OM8AQ

The older the more errors...the log didn't work again.Sorry.
Franta OK2LF

Hi, Lubos,
Attached is the log NZ 28.4.2024. Today it was OK. Nice contest.
Thanks for the evaluation, everyone for the connection and NSL in the next round.
Have a nice day
73
Tony OK1DOR

Greetings to all and thanks for connection and evaluation - Gusta – OK2GU
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